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Q1

Please provide the name and title of the nominee.

Name Laura Reyes

Title General Manager

Company Kimberlite Corporation

Email lreyes@sonitrolsecurity.com

Phone 559-264-5924

Q2

How long has this nominee been employed by your organization?

12 years

Q3

What has been the nominee's progression of positions within your organization over the course of his/her tenure?

Operator, trainer, Training Manager, Support Manager, General Manager

Q4

How long has the nominee served in his/her current position?

6 months
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Q5

What is the nominee's experience and current areas of responsibility?

Experienced in: monitoring and programming intrusion, fire, video and access control. Providing training throughout the company. 

Current areas of responsibility: interviewing/hiring, coaching/counseling, scheduling for 31+ employees, manage/approve timesheets, 
approve vendor & customer billing, manage & participate in on-call rotation, manage upgrades of all software/hardware with I.T., 

maintain Standard Operating Procedures, networking with outside providers, oversee all operations in Central Station

Q6

What is the nominee's industry education, job-specific education and training, and industry certifications?

Has attended multiple seminars on managing/supervising

Q7

What attributes does the nominee seek in new employees during the hiring process?

Ability to multi-task at a high level, achieve typing speed of at least 45wpm, customer service experience, ability to maintain calm 
temperament in high stress/pressure environment, team player, ambition/eagerness to learn, positivity, detail-oriented.

Q8

What is the nominee's role in the training process of operators?

Work closely with the training coordinator and supervisors to keep a constant gage on employee's training and progress. Gives the 
final approval for new hires to move out of training program.

Q9

Explain how the manager oversees employee development and retention of the monitoring center workforce, and how
he/she identifies and acknowledges top operators (for example, employee reviews, promotion opportunities, special
recognition, etc.).

Laura does a great job with recognition by sending company wide emails for individual's accomplishments highlighting their great work. 
She gives awards and prizes to those who are

deserving. She keeps the team engaged through one on one conversations and by working the monitoring stations. Laura makes sure 
her team understands that she's been in their shoes and

that she will always understand them and give them her full support. She provides input for all operator evaluations and has been 
included in all promotion decisions since becoming a manager.
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Q10

Explain how the monitoring center manager directs and influences the operation of the monitoring center as it relates to
the following:- Scheduling, emergency staffing and peak signal activity. - Establishing and achieving budget.- Attaining
and measuring customer satisfaction levels.- Complaint and conflict resolution. - Identifying and follow up on missed
signals. - Employee discipline and remedial training.- Establishing quality standards.

- Scheduling, emergency staffing and peak signal activity. Responsible for all scheduling including emergency staffing and peak 

activity. Stays aware of weather forecasts and holidays to ensure proper staffing.
- Establishing and achieving budget. Although she does not establish the budget, she is always conscious of spending.

- Attaining and measuring customer satisfaction levels. She implements new or adjusted standard procedures to increase customer 
satisfaction while being mindful of the liability to the business. She also monitors the call audits and makes sure those with low 

customer service scores area coached while those with 100% are rewarded.
- Complaint and conflict resolution. She has gained experience in dealing with complaint and conflict resolution and has learned that 

empathy, communication and follow up are key points in this area.
- Identifying and follow up on missed signals. She is responsible for communicating with all staff members when a missed signal 

occurs. She ensures the account is noted, service is notified for testing and operators are coached if necessary.
- Employee discipline and remedial training. She is involved with coaching/counseling and has assisted with terminations. She has 

created performance improvement plans for those in need of remedial training.
- Establishing quality standards. She revises standard operating procedures regularly in an effort to provide the best customer service 

possible while keeping the customers protected.

Q11

Provide a specific example of how the nominee has led the monitoring center and maintained quality service levels in the
midst of a difficult situation.

in the midst of a difficult situation. One of the network service providers lost connection which took down communication for a large 

number of our customers. This caused an influx of notifications to the operators which quickly became overwhelming to them. Laura 
immediately took action by communicating with our I.T. staff to investigate and she gave constant updates to the Central Station 

team. She also coached the operators on how to handle the flood of phone calls from upset customers who were unable to arm their 
systems. Laura was the calm that the team needed in order to handle the tough situation.

Q12

What are some ways in which the nominee demonstrates his/her leadership with customers, including end users and
dealers?

Laura does not give up when it comes to finding an answer for a customer. She always gives full effort to make sure challenges are 
resolved. On many occasions, Laura has stayed on the phone

with customers for long periods of time to troubleshoot and educate them on how things work. She gives her full attention to customers
and their needs.
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Q13

What are some ways in which the nominee demonstrates his/her leadership with responding authorities?

Laura communicates with responding authorities to gather disposition information. She uses some of this information to alleviate false 

alarms which is beneficial to the authorities, customers and her team.

Q14

What is the nominee's role in increasing the company's exposure to the public?

Laura participated in public events such as the "Support Blue Run" and "Special Olympics Run".

Q15

List some ways in which the nominee explores new technology within the monitoring center, and how he/she
communicates technological developments within the company to operators.

Laura works with the Training Coordinator to test new technology and equipment. She utilizes the
test panels to see how things work so she can educate the operators on it. Laura believes in hands on training so she has the 

operators do testing as well.

Q16

What "best practices" has this person introduced to the monitoring center?

Laura understands the need for the operators to have a chance to voice their opinions and concerns.

She established a quarterly requirement for all managers to sit down and have one on one meetings
with each operator. The operators feel relieved to be able to express their concerns and ask questions

Q17

To which alarm industry associations, listing agencies, or response agency associations does the nominee belong, and
what is his/her level of involvement within these groups?

Laura virtually attended her first TMA OpsTech event in September 2022.

Q18

In which community outreach programs is the nominee involved?

Laura donates to several different organizations and individuals in her community including the Fresno Rescue Mission. She always 

participates in the annual food and coat drives as well as our Sponsor a Child event during Christmas.
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Q19

In what ways has the nominee improved the company's monitoring center offerings to subscribers?

Laura is really big on educating the customers and making sure they’re aware of what’s available to them such as signing up for 

Mysonitrol to allow online access to their account and users. She reminds them of the simple programming changes such as 
automatic arming and disarming that assists with reducing customer calls and false alarms.

Q20

Why does this person deserve to win the TMA Monitoring Center Manager of the Year award? Provide specific
examples of when this individual went beyond normal expectations to provide exceptional leadership within the
monitoring center.

Laura deserves to be recognized as the TMA Monitoring Center Manager of the Year because of her total dedication to the people 
working in central station and to our customers. Dispatch operators are at times underappreciated and overlooked as an intricate part 

of the overall process in monitoring and protecting our customers. Laura does a wonderful job keeping everyone engaged and on point 
during the most hectic and stressful times of monitoring. Showing everyone they are valued and appreciated is no easy task but it is 

one Laura has mastered. Her intuitive judgment and her effective communication skills are unmatched and vital to the success of our 
organization.

Q21
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